
WELLCOME REVIEW

We're working hard to clarify what we hope the science review will achieve, how we'll carry it out and who we'll speak to.

Our initial focus will be on these new groups, rather than the communities we already know. We are becoming
more global, and the next generations of scientists are considering careers that diverge from the traditional
academic path. During the summer we will then test and iterate ideas with Wellcome colleagues, with our
grantholders and the people who help us reach our funding decisions. With this in mind, it is timely for
Wellcome to review the way we support research to ensure we get the best possible advances in scientific
knowledge and health. To answer these questions, we have decided to review how Wellcome supports science.
With whom should Wellcome partner? Nothing is set in stone: our recommendations must be flexible and able
to adapt to scientific or financial changes. This will prevent us from being too inward looking and should help
to generate diverse and innovative ideas early in the review process. Related links. We expect to take 12â€”18
months to complete the review, and another two years to plan and implement the proposals. These are
challenging and important questions, and we expect the work to take at least a year. But while the way we
support science has varied little over several decades, science and the way it is done have changed. Our formal
objectives are to: establish a clear aspiration and bold ambitions for Wellcome-funded science identify what
changes Wellcome needs to make to achieve these ambitions define realistic and appropriate ways to judge
progress and success. Nothing is off the table: we will be ambitious in our vision but realistic in our
implementation. Director of Science Jim Smith will lead a small group that will explore questions such as:
What disciplines and areas of science should Wellcome support? Planned science funding streams will
continue. To help answer the questions, Jim and his team will: consult widely learn from others in the UK and
internationally be transparent and open. Any major changes that affect the community will be introduced no
earlier than October  How do we know, as technologies and ways of working change, that our current
approach is the right one? These will come from around the world, and include philanthropists, entrepreneurs,
investors, physical scientists, biomedical scientists, technologists, and leaders of international institutes and
universities. And four principles will guide our work. Where should Wellcome fund? What career stages
should Wellcome focus on? The review will ask what Wellcome-funded science is for and how it can best
achieve our mission to improve health. Timescales will be realistic: we will take sufficient time to review,
plan and implement changes. Look forwards and work backwards: we will imagine where we want to be in 10
to 15 years, and then work back from that point. This will probably be through surveys, interviews and
workshops. We must be prepared to respond to future changes in science or our own circumstances. Latest
news.


